
Teacher’s Guide to
I Like Reading About Animals

Introduction
This teacher’s guide helps teach children fascinating facts about animals and how they behave.
Books in the series meet the needs of both beginning and more advanced readers. Simple text
for beginning readers and more extensive information for advanced readers are presented on
the same page. Engaging photographs and questions motivate all readers to make predictions
about what they will learn from the text.

National Standards
This series supports Science and Language Arts.  Go to www.enslowclassroom.com and/or
www.enslow.com and click on the Curriculum Correlations tab. Click on your state, grade level,
and curriculum standard to display how any book in this series backs up your state’s specific
curriculum standard.

Classroom Activities
Activities for teaching the five curriculum areas: Reading/Language Arts; Math, Science; Social
Studies; and the Arts, can be found in this teacher’s guide.  Hands-on activities and a
reproducible handout encourage readers to use comprehension and vocabulary skills relating to
the book’s subject.

Guided Reading Level: H, L

Reproducible for Educational Use Only
This guide is reproducible for educational use only and is not for resale. © Enslow Publishers,
Inc.

Where to Find More Information About Titles in this Series:
Visit www.enslowclassroom.com and/or www.enslow.com to search for other titles and series,
as well as to download the teacher’s guides for other titles in this series:

Titles in this series: Library Edition ISBN: Paperback Edition ISBN:
Do Animals Migrate? 978-0-7660-3325-2 978-0-7660-3746-5
Do Animals Work Together? 978-0-7660-3328-3 978-0-7660-3749-6
How Do Animal Babies Live? 978-0-7660-3327-6 978-0-7660-3748-9
How Do Animals Keep Clean? 978-0-7660-3330-6 978-0-7660-3750-2
How Do Animals Stay Safe? 978-0-7660-3326-9 978-0-7660-3747-2
Which Animals Are the Best Athletes? 978-0-7660-3329-0 978-0-7660-3751-9

Titles in this series can be purchased through all major vendors or directly from:
Enslow Classroom, an imprint of
Enslow Publishers, Inc.
40 Industrial Road, Box 398
Berkeley Heights, NJ 07922-0398
Phone: 1-800-398-2504
E-mail: customerservice@enslow.com
Web Page: www.enslowclassroom.com and/or www.enslow.com



Teacher’s Guide for
How Do Animals Keep Clean?

Most children are fascinated by animals: how they look, where they live, and what they do. The
beautiful color photographs and informative text in this book help children understand why and
how animals in the wild keep clean. Beginning readers will practice sight words and repetitive
text as they learn a variety of ways in which animals keep clean. More advanced readers will
uncover additional details about the animals and their cleaning behaviors.

Introduce How Do Animals Keep Clean?  Read the title and browse a few pages with children.
Ask them to look at the photos and describe what they see. Point out a question-heading.
Explain that the author answers the question in the text that follows. Review the Words to Know
on page 3. Ask more advanced readers to find other text features, such as the Table of
Contents, Index, and boldface words in text. Invite volunteers to explain how each feature helps
readers find information.

As they read, encourage beginning readers to find repetitive phrases such as What is and How
do, and any other words they know. Stress that finding words we know in text can help us figure
out the meaning of new words. Have volunteers point to details in the pictures and/or words in
the text that most helped them answer the question. Have fluent readers scan for the answer to
each question, then summarize by giving the answer in their own words.

Help both beginning and fluent readers relate to personal experiences. Reading how animals
such as lions, zebras, ells, and birds keep clean can lead to a discussion of readers’ personal
grooming habits. Talk about how important it is for animals, including humans, to keep clean.
Draw attention to the blue-tailed pitta that keeps its home clean. Encourage children to share
how they and their families keep their bodies and homes clean. You will find “keeping-clean”
activities that link to Reading/Language Arts, Math, Science, Social Studies, and the Arts on the
pages that follow.

After readers finish the book, invite them to discuss and respond to what they read. Prompt
discussion with questions such as: Which did you think was the most interesting way an animal
keeps clean? Why? Which animal keeps clean most like you do?

Make copies of the Handout on page 4. Read the directions aloud, then let children do the page
with you or independently. Answers:

B R E A C H I N G
A A N T L E R S R
T P R E E N T H O
H Q X W A J O O O
D X Q A N Z N W M
U K Z X Z X G E Z
S H R I M P U R X
T F E A T H E R S



Animals and Cleaning Behaviors Featured in this Book
p. 6   Lion . . . licks itself clean
p. 8   Chimps . . . groom means to clean
p. 10 Cleaner Shrimp . . . the shrimp cleans the eel’s mouth
p. 12 Hoverfly . . .  uses its mouth
p. 14 Blue-tailed Pitta . . . carries waste from its nest
p. 16 Elephant . . . uses trunk to spray water shower
p. 18 Caterpillar . . . makes wax to keep skin clean
p. 20 Zebra . . . rolls in dust
p. 22 Whale . . .  breaches
p. 24 Green Turtle . . . small fish clean off shell
p. 26 Moose . . . rubs velvet off anglers
p. 28 Swan . . . preens



Activities   The Five Curriculum Activities

SAFETY WARNING:
Before doing any activity, make sure children do not have allergies to items needed for that
activity. Have an adult present at all times to supervise activities requiring the use of scissors or
hot or cold items. Always review directions and safety rules with children before they start a
project.

Reading/Language Arts activity:.
Start a concept web on the board. Write the phrase Animals Keep Clean in a large circle and
whales breach in a smaller circle connected to the larger one. Let children work with partners to
create their own webs, drawing or writing in the circles how other animals in the book keep
clean.

Math activity:
Use the photographs in the book to make up simple math problems. Display the photograph on
page 8 and have children count the chimps. Then ask: If there are 3 chimps and each chimp
has 2 hands, how many hands are there in all? (6) Have children show the problem and answer
on paper or with counting cubes. Challenge children to create other problems for classmates to
solve. Help beginners as needed. Encourage advanced children to construct more difficult
problems, such as: If I see 3 zebras, 4 elephants, 1 moose, and 1 swan, how many animal legs
would I see in all? (34)   

Science activity:
Remind children that germs are everywhere and may carry disease. Demonstrate how germs
are passed from person to person, and the importance of proper washing to get rid of them. Put
on a thick coating of hand lotion, then sprinkle on glitter to represent germs. Shake hands with
children so a little glitter transfers. Ask them to try to shake off the “germs,” then try to wipe them
off with a dry paper towel. Next, have children rinse their hands in cold water. The “germs”
remain. Finally, have children use soap and warm water to send the “germs” down the drain!

Social Studies activity
Discuss how wild animals use body parts or things in nature to meet their need to keep clean.
Point out that humans use cleaning products—goods that people buy to clean their bodies,
clothes, and homes. Different products meet different needs. For example, toothpaste is good
for cleaning teeth but not for washing your face! Have children draw, or cut from old magazines,
pictures of different cleaning products such as toothpaste, toothbrush, vacuum, mop, broom,
detergent, shampoo, and washing machine. Display the pictures on a bulletin board labeled WE
NEED TO KEEP CLEAN, TOO! Discuss how some goods meet wants, not needs. For example,
someone might need an inexpensive broom to clean a rug: an expensive robot vacuum that
does all the work is a want.

Arts activity:
Write the words lion, swan, moose, whale, eel, and chimp on slips of paper, Place them in a
paper bag, then let children, one-at-a-time, take a slip and pantomime how that animal keeps
clean. (Allow a child to choose a classmate to help when shoeing how chimps groom one
another.) Have the rest of the class try to guess which animal is portrayed. Continue until
everyone has had a turn to act out a cleaning behavior.



Handout

Find-a-Word

antlers bath breaching clean dust feathers
groom preen shower shrimp tongue wax

The box above shows some words from How Do Animals Keep Clean?

Those words are also hidden in the puzzle below.  Look across and down

to find and circle them.

B R E A C H I N G

A A N T L E R S R

T P R E E N T H O

H Q X W A J O O O

D X Q A N Z N W M

U K Z X Z X G E Z

S H R I M P U R X

T F E A T H E R S

Now, on the back, draw one way you stay clean!
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